
October 27, 2009  
 
To Whom It May Concern:  
 
-to quote Ontario Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Arlene King, "with a review of existing scientific literature, a 
moratorium isn't needed, suggesting Thursday's debate is moot."  
 
-the pain & suffering I have had to endure, I am still enduring, on account of these INDUSTRIAL wind 
turbines is now 'moot'? Not even worth arguing? How can a mere 'review' constitute a decision this 
important; a decision that is currently affecting peoples' health worldwide; will continue to do so; and with the 
catastrophic onset of thousands more turbines across our province & lakes, a decision that will have an 
effect on who knows how many more? Why aren't we gathering our own 'scientific literature' from the wind 
farms already in Ontario? Where are your moral values, your ethics? How can you, Dr. Arlene King, possibly 
be the Medical Officer of Health for our entire province when you don't even care about the miserable 
conditions people exposed to low frequency noise live with; when you won't even look into the issue?  
 
-the inability to sell my property is now moot? Forget about the 10%, 20%, 30% drop in property value -a 
property is only worth what you actually get when you actually sell it -in my case nothing.  
 
-and to quote our government, "research shows no adverse health effects."  
 
-what research? Nobody has contacted me as to how I'm coping with this wind farm already in my backyard. 
Why not?  
 
-why isn't our government conducting research on the people already exposed to low frequency noise from 
existing wind farms?  
 
-why are they not taking measurements of noise & vibrations from our residences, so they know the exact 
conditions that can be linked to these wind farms and the severe, debilitating ailments they inflict; so they 
know exactly how close is too close?  
 
-the MOE tells me they don't have the necessary equipment, staff, training to measure low frequency noise 
& vibration. Why not? We can subsidize millions of our tax dollars into wind farm development, yet we can't 
come up with any way to monitor & record their effects on the environment, including human beings. Why 
not resolve this issue once and for all? Are you afraid of the outcome???  
 
-the government has yet to approach me as to how the turbines I live with have affected me.; which 
incidentally, are a perfect example of exactly 550 meters away.  
 
-with the exception of these wonderful people at Wind Concerns & one government MPP, my appeals have 
been ignored; with no results from government officials who have responded. A sympathetic response is just 
not enough. Something needs to be done. Somebody needs to take action, to be held accountable; now and 
in the future.  
 
-my neighbours and I have been used; involuntarily mind you, as guinea pigs in a horrendous experiment 
that is still ongoing, one that occurs all day & all night, every day & every night; and the government can't 
even be bothered to view the result!  
 
-they are willing to sacrifice our well-being, our lives for exactly what?  
 
-they have yet to offer us a place of respite when the presence of low frequency sound becomes intolerable.  
 
-they have yet to rescue us from this constant, debilitating low frequency noise; and relocate us.  
 
-they have yet to offer us compensation as a result of our pain & suffering from the experiment they have 
forced upon us.  



 
-just this morning a new symptom associated with continuous, accumulative exposure to low frequency 
noise; a sharp pain in my right knee, enough to warrant expletives when I bend my knee the wrong way. Will 
this continue? Will I be able to walk? to drive?  
 
-the more prolonged, the more continuous the exposure; more & more symptoms show up; some of which 
may never go away.  
 
-who will be next? Who will be the next guinea pig? Will they come to your rescue? Will they offer you 
respite? Will they offer you compensation? Probably not -it's a 'moot' point, so it doesn't bear further 
investigation!  
 
-given my scenario, who would want them in their backyard?  
 
Kay Armstrong  
1575 Lakeshore Rd,  
Clear Creek, Ontario  
N0E 1C0  
 
[This letter was originally written in response to remarks made by Dr. King and quoted in an opinion piece by 
Lorrie Goldstein in the Toronto Sun.  Clear Creek is located within the Port Burwell / Erie Shores wind 
project.]  
 


